
From: Zafar, Marzia
Sent: 5/30/2010 1:23:43 PM

marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.gov (marzia. zafar@cpuc.ca.gov 1:1 RedactedTo:
Redacted

Dietz, Sidney (/0=PG&E/QU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=SBD4)l Redacted
Cc: Redacted

Redacted /hristensen,
Robin M (/0=PG&E/OU=CORPORATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMHQ); 
sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov (sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov)

Bcc:
Subject: Re: PDP question 

Hello,
Thank you so much.
Marzia

■Original Message-
From: Redacted
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 4:57 PM
To’ marzia zafar@cni]r. ca vnv <ini)r/ii) yafar@cniir. ca pov>

__________________________________ Dietz, Sidney <SBD4@pge.com>; ^e@c
; sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov <sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov>; Christensen, Robin M

qc- Redacted
Redacted
<RMHQ@pge.com> 
Subject: Re: PDP question

Hi Marzia,

Our sincere apologies for not getting back to you sooner. I hope you 
received my update via voicemail. Please see responses to your 
questions below and let us know if you have any additional thoughts or 
questions.

Have a great holiday weekend.

Take care,
Redacted

Redacted
Pacific Gas and Electric 
Supervisor, Solutions Marketing 
Redacted

From: Zafar, Marzia f mailto:marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.govl
Sept- A/frmHcm A/fcm OA. 901 Q 3"47

Redacted...........  | ’To
Cc: Harvey, Sommer C. 
Subject: PDP question
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Hello there,

I have two questions.

1. As I understand a large customer gets re-classified as a medium 
customer if usage capacity drops below 200 kw for three consecutive 
months. If that's the case then potentially if I'm a large customer 
beginning May 1st and I have defaulted into PDP what happens in August 
assuming that I have dropped my capacity below 200kw and a PDP event is 
called - do I get dropped of PDP and back to TOU? also, I thought small 
and medium have a flat rate, so no TOU and no PDP for me?

With regard to customers that we reference as being "reclassified" for 
PDP during our weekly conference calls with you, we are referring to 
customers who have yet to default (or affirm) to PDP. Once customers are 
officially billed on the PDP rate, we do not plan to monitor their 
demand level to reassess eligibility on the rate. In turn, once they are 
confirmed on the rate, they will not be "dropped" from PDP if their 
demand falls below 200kw. Rather(regardless of usage), all confirmed PDP 
customers will be offered the same options regarding their participation 
on the rate: 1) continue on the rate, 2) receive bill stabilization up 
to the initial 12 months on the rate, or 3) opt out of the rate.

2. Dec semi-annual report - Am I understanding correctly that for the 
Dec semi-annual report PG&E will give us a list of Chambers and list of 
potential trade journals that you'll work with to outreach to small and 
medium customers?

Yes, we will provide a list of potential third parties and trade 
journals that we are considering as part of our SMB outreach in the 
December semi-annual report. We look forward to thoughts and feedback 
regarding the proposed list, which will help inform a final list that we 
will share in 2011.

thanks,

marzia

Marzia Zafar - Zaf@cpuc.ca.gov <mailto:Zaf@cpuc.ca.gov> - 415-703-1997
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